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ABSTRACT

Using a new approach, we reexaminethe empirical evidenceon the long-terminteractions

between inflationand real variables. We find, using over 100years of U.S. data, that in the long rzm

the effect of infkationon investmentand outputis positive(a “Tobintype effect”)and the investment

rate, and hence the real interest rate. are not independentof inflation. However, over the full sample

at least, the variabilityof the innovationsto the stochasticinflationtrend is small relativeto the

variabilityof the innovationsto t!leproducnvityand fiscal trends. We concludethat models

generatinga re}wse-Tobhl effect. includingstandardreal-business-cycleand endogenousgrowth

modelsthat incorporatemoney. may not be [he best modelsfor understandingthe long-termreal

effectsof’inflation.
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Long-Term Evidenceon the Tobin and Fisher Effects: A New Approach

ShaghilAhmedand John H. Rogers*

Introduction

Considera situationin which, with the economyin a low inflationsteady state, the rate of

inflationfallspermanently, say by 2 percentagepoints. What wouldbe the Zong-runeffectson real

economicvariablessuch as output, consumption,the real interest rate, investmentand the capital

stock? Economictheory providesno clear-cutprediction. On the one hand there is the famous

superneutralityresult due to Sidruaski~1967). However, Sidruaski’sresult emerges from a very

specifictheoreticalset-up, requiring, in particular. the strong assumptionthat consumptionand leisure

are separablein utility. Indeed, in several theoreticalmodelsthe superneutralityresult breaks down,

as inflationcan have either positiveor negativeeffectson real variablessuch as outputand

investment,dependingon the exact assumptionsconcerningpreferencesand how money is introduced

into the economy. Additionally,in these models the real interestrate may or may not be independent

of the rate of inflationin the long run. (see Orphanidesand Solow [1990]for a survey.)

Therefore, whether the long-runeffect of inflationon the capitalstock and outputis positive

or negative,and whetherthe real interest rate is independentof inflationor not in the long run are

empiricalissues. Recently.there has been considerableinterestin the existenceof, and nature of, the

long-runreal effectsof inflation(e.g. King and Watson [1994]and Akerlof, Dickens, and Perry

[1996]).Understandingthese effects is crucial for evaluatingmonetarypolicy, especiallyin light of

the debate aboutmovingfrom the current low inflationrate to price stability.l

*Theauthors are staff economistsin the Divisionof InternationalFinance, Board of Governorsof
the Federal Reserve System. For their helpfulcomments,we would like to thank, without
implicating,Rick Bond, Allan Brunner, David Bowman,Joe Gagnon,Eric Leeper, Jaime Marquez,
EnriqueMendoza,Jim Nason, Eric Rasmusen,Chris Wailer and workshopparticipantsat the Federal
ReserveBoard, IndianaUniversity,and Penn State University. This paper representsthe views of the
authorsand shouldnot be interpretedas reflectingthe views of the Board of Governorsof the Federal
Reserve Systemor other membersof its staff.

IIt may be argued that super non-neutralityis irrelevantin practicebecausechanges in inflation
are not observed to be permanent. But this does not appear to be very persuasive. For example,
Mishkin(1992)makes the case that it is likelythat inflationhas a unit root. Studiessuch as King-
Watsonare predicatedon the existenceof permanentshocks to inflation.



With these considerationsin mind, wereexamine theempirical evidenceonthe long-term

interactionsbetween inflationand the real economy. with the goal of sorting out which of the many

theoreticalchannelsof the real effects of inflationary empiricallymore relevant. We ask whether

long-termU.S. data are consistentwith a “Tobintype effect” or a “reverse-Tobineffect” occurring in

response to a once-and-forall permanentchange in inflation.We also examinethe long-runvalidityof

the “Fisher effect”. To be’precise, by a “Tobintype effect” we mean that an exogenousincrease in

inflationleads to an upwardjump in the balanced-growthpath of the capital stock and therefore

investment,whereas the “reverse-Tobineffect” is taken to indicatea downwardjump. The “Fisher

effect” (Fisher[1930])holds when the inflationrate has a one-to-onepositiveeffect on the nominal

interest rate and, consequently,does not affect the real interest rate.~

Our empiricalfindingsare organizedin three parts. First. the univariatepropertiesof the data

are described and cointegratingvectors are estimated. Hypothesistesting on these cointegrating

vectors reveals whether the data are consistentwith the Fisher effect holding in the long run or not.

Our test relies on the direct correspondencebetweenthe capital-output--andhence the investment-

output--ratioand the real rate of interest in

interest rate is independentof inflation,the

over a long horizon. This is testableusing

of our empiricalapproach is examiningthe

modelling inflationary expectations.3

the long run. This correspondenceimpliesthat, if the real

latter should have equal effects on investmentand output

cointegrationanalysis. Thus, one importantnovel aspect

long-run validity of the Fisher ejiect, without explicitly

‘Sometimesthe terms “Fisher relation”and “Fishereffect” are used interchangeablyand used to
denote the relationshipthat the nominalrate is the sum of the ex un~ereal rate and expectedinflation.
We prefer to call this identitythe “Fisher relation”, and throughoutthis paper take the “Fishereffect”
to mean, as seems to be more prevalent in the literature, that the real rate is independent of the rate
of in~ation. As will become clear, the absenceof a Tobin or reverse-Tobineffect and the Fisher
effect holdingare not necessarilythe same thing when leisure is endogenous.

30ur methoddoes not, of course, shed light on the validity of the Fisher effect at short-to-medium
horizons. The results of tests that attemptto do this are sensitiveto the modellingof inflationary
expectations.
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Second,under certain restrictions,we are able to identifyand estimateadditionalstructural

parameters,which allowus to retrieve the effectsof changes in the exogenouscomponentof inflation

on the levelsof consumption,investmentand output (as opposedto the effectson the consumption-

outputand investment-outputratios, whichare obtainedfrom the cointegratingvectors). The

identificationschemeis similar to King, Plosser, Stockand Watson (1991). The effect on investment

allowsus to see whether a Tobin or reverse-Tobineffect holds. Our estimatesindicatethe presence

of a Tobin type effect and indicatethat the Fisher effect does not hold in U.S. data from 1889-1995.

However, the variancedecompositionsalso show that the inflationtrend is not particularly important

in explainingreal economicfluctuations.

Third, and finally, we examinethe robustnessof our findingsover different sub-periodsof the

data, thus allowingfor the possibilitythat there may have been structuralbreaks over this long period

in the interactionsbetweeninflation

The remainderof our pape~

and real variables.

is organizedas follows: In section2, we set up a general

frameworkthat nests the differenttypes of effectsof inflationon the real economythat are found in

the theoreticalliterature. In this framework, the long-runpaths of the variablesare driven by three

stochastictrends: a productivity(or output)trend, a fiscal trend, and an inflationtrend. Section3

links the theoreticalmodel to our empiricalestimation,

presentsour empiricalresults. Section4 concludes.

discussesthe identifyingassumptionsand

2. Theoretical Framework

There is nothingfundamentallynew in the theoreticalmodel we use below. Our objectiveis

to developa unifiedframeworkthat is generalenoughto incorporatemany of the relevanttheoretical

results on the real effectsof inflationas specialcases. We begin with a brief descriptivereview of

the theoreticalliterature, and then proceedto our general framework.4

4Althoughmodelswith stickyprices and/or imperfectinformation(e.g., Ball, Mankiw, and Romer
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Review of the Literature

Tobin (1965) first establishedthe portfolio mechanismthat generates a positiveeffect of

inflationon the-steady-statecapital stock. The intuitionis that a higher inflationrate inducessavers to

substitutefrom holdingmoney to holdingphysicalcapital. This mechanismhas been dubbed the

“Tobineffect”. Because the marginal product of capital is lower, the real interest rate falls.

The Tobin effect, as originallyformulated,was widely criticized on the grounds that it

assumes an exogenoussavings rates This criticismled to a literature that has shown that a “Tobin

type effect’’--bywhich we mean only a positiverelationshipbetween inflationand the capital stock--

can arise even in optimizingmodels with certain features. For example, it can arise in two-period

OLG models, in infinitehorizon models with individualheterogeneityand family disconnectednessdue

to uncertain lifetimes, and in models with consumptionand money entering utility in a nonseparable

way under particular assumptionsabout how the marginalutility of consumptionis affectedby

money.4 A positiverelationshipbetween inflationand investmentcan also arise if there are distortions

in the tax system. Specifically,Bayoumiand Gagnon(1996) show that if it is nominalcapital income,

rather than real capital income, that is taxed, as in Feldstein(1976), higher inflationcountries will

tend to invest more than lower inflationcountries, which is consistentwith the data. Thus, we do not

need to rely on the original, and perhaps implausible,mechanismproposed in the early papers that

introducedthe Tobin effect, to get a positiveeffect of inflationon the capital stock and output.

In contrast to models generatinga “Tobintype effect”, there are a lot of models that generate

the reverse-Tobineffect. The simplestone of these is a Sidrauskitype model, but with endogenous

[1988])generate highlypersistent effects of inflation,these effects do notZastforever and, strictly
speaking, long-runsuperneutralityapplies. Hence the remainder of the discussionfocuses on flexible-
price models.

‘Moreover, the mechanismin Tobin’s original formulationcannotpossibly lead to a large effect of
inflationon the capital stock (in percentageterms at least), given plausiblevalues of the interest
elasticityof money demand and the ratio of non-interest-bearingmoney to the capital stock. We thank
Joe Gagnon for pointing this out to us.

bsee the Orphanidesand SOIOWpaper, and the literaturecited therein, for details. See also Wang .
and Yip [1992]for the role of nonseparabilityin utility.
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leisure that is not separablefrom consumption,and with money introducedthrough a cash-in-advance

(CIA) constrainton consumption(e.g. Cooley and Hansen[1989]). In this set-up, a higher inflation

rate taxes consumptionmore, leadingpeople to switch into nonmarketactivity(leisure). This shifts in

the marginalproductof capital schedule,so that the steady-statecapitalstock falls.

still applies, though, since the capital-laborratio is constantin the steady-state.’

To simultaneouslygeneratea reverse-Tobineffect and at the same time the

The Fisher effect

Fisher effect not

holding,one can considera CIA modelof the Stockman(1981)type with the CIA constraintapplying

to both consumptionand investment. In this case, inflationrepresentsan additionalcost to investment

and, therefore, a higher inflationrate leads to less investmentand an increase in the real interest rate.

Abel (1985)derives the above results and compares(abstractingfrom the labor/leisurechoice)the

dynamicaccumulationof capital in modelswhere the CIA constraintappliesonly to conusmptionand

models

models

in which which it appliesto both consumptionand investment.

Finally, there is the more moderngenre ofendogenous growthmodels with money. These

also generate long-runreal effectsof inflationand the crucial factor is the dependenceof the
..

leisure-laborchoiceon inflation. These endogenousgrowthmodelsgeneratea reverse-Tobineffect of

thetype describedabove. but they also displaysome importantadditionalfeatures. Typically,in these

modelsa once-and-forall rise in inflationhas a negativeeffect on the steady-state growth rate of the

economyas well. (For example,see Gomme[1993]and De Gregorio [1993]). However, if output

growth is stationary,shocks to the randomwalk componentof inflationcould not empiricallyhave any

significantpermanenteffect on growth. This raises the questionof whether it impossiblein

optimizingmodelsto have inflationaffectingthe real interest rate but not the growth rate of the

economyin the long run. We will return to this issue later.

‘There are also models in which inflationhas an ambiguous effect on the steady-statecapital
stock. Two examplesare Fischer (1983), inwhich money enters the productionfunction,and Brock
(1974), in whichmoney enters utilityand leisure is endogenous.
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A General Theoretical Framework

Preferences and Production

The representativeagent’sutility functionat time t is:

(1)

where C = consumption,N = the fraction of time spent working, W = desired holdingsof money,

P is the price level, and $~, $~ > 0 are preference parameters. The technologyis:

Y, = exp{$g,}A~ F(N,,K,) = exp{$g,}A~N~K,’* (2)

where Yis output, K is the capital stock, A is a technologyshift variable, g = G/Yrepresents the size

of governmentwith G being aggregategovernmentpurchases of goods and services and & e are fixed
.

parameters with O c 0 < 1. The above specificationis standard Cobb-Douglas,except that it allows

the size of governmentto affect private productionpossibilities.8 In our theoreticalset-up no stance is

taken on whether governmentsize shifts the productionfbnctionup ($ > O),down ($ < O),or has no

effect ($ = O). Eq. (2) impliesthat output availableto the private sector, Y-G,is given by:

where Z = [exp{$g}(1-g)]’”A represents tlie scale factor for private output.

The Government

The governmentis subjectto the followingbudget constraint:

Q, AA’q

“ +* =“ +P,q

(3)

(4)

where Q is the lump-sumtransfer from the governmentand A4is the beginningof period money

supply. Multiplyingthrough by PY, (4) just equates the uses and sources of governmentfunds. Note

8Barroand Sala-i-Martin(1995) argue that putting governmentsize, rather than the level of
governmentspending, in the productionfunctionis appropriate if governmentalactivitiesare subject to
congestion.
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that we have abstractedfrom governmentdebt. With Ricardianequivalence,our analysiswould

essentiallybe unchangedwith the introductionofdebt.

Even thoughhouseholdstake the lump-sumtransfers, Q, as given, monetarypolicy makes the

transfersproportionalto existingmoney holdings,sothat:

Q =AMtq =pp, (5)

Eqs. (4) and (5) implythat g, = 7,. We assumethat agents internalizethe government’sbudget

constraintand know that tax rates will be set accordingto this policy.

Cons~raintsFacing Households

For simplicity,householdsare treated as integratedworker-firmunits. Sincebeginningof

period t money holdingshave already been determinedby decisionsmade at t-1, J#,, which equalsM,

in equilibrium,is a state variable. Transfer payments.being lump-sum,Q, is also a state variablefor

households. The household’sbudgetconstraint.equatingthe sources and uses of

:~,”+Q,
Z,°F(N,,K,) +

P:
- [K,+- (l+)K/l -C, - + =O

t

finds is:

(6)

where 6 is the depreciationrate and we have already substituted1, = Ki+l- (1-5)K~for investment.9

Householdsalso face the followingCIAconstraint.witha fractionac of consumptionanda

fractionaKof investmentbeing financedby cash holdings:

(7)

It seems rather awkwardto have money in the utilityfimctionas wellasa CIA constraint. This is for

convenience,in order to have one generalset-up from whichdifferentmodelscan emerge as special

cases. In the cases reconsider below, either moneyprovidesutilityorthe CIA constraintis relevant,

but never both.

9Strictlyspeaking, (6) shouldbe an inequalityconstraint. However, we imposestandard
conditionson preferencesand technologythat lead to free disposalnever being exercised.
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Optimization Problem ~ ~

The representativehousehold’soptimizationproblem is to

(8)

subjectto the sequenceof constraints(6) and (7). Bellman’srecursive representationof the above

problem and the first order conditionsthat emerge are standard and are relegatedto AppendixA. The

implicationsof these conditionsfor steady-statepaths are also standard, but since they are importantin

tightlyrelatingour empirical work to the theoreticalliterature, we describe them below.

Steadj-State Paths

It can be shown that if, in the long run, g, is expectedto be constantat g and if A, is expected

to grow at a constantgrowth rate P~--the growth rate of the economy--thenthe steady-statepaths of

the economyare characterizedby:

I
7

J’q~*J _a ~
Y, p cl - aK(pA+6)K,

I
4

where k, y, represent the Lagrangemultipliersassociatedwith (6)

=0

and (7) respectively,and n

(9)

(10)

(11’!

(12)

(13)

(14)

representsthe steady-stategrowth rate of prices, which is easily shown to be PM- PA.
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Interpretationof these equationsis straightforward. Eq. (9) equatesthe marginalutility loss

from foregoingconsumptiontoday to the marginalutilitygain from having extra incometo save plus

themarginal utilitygain from havingthe CIA constraintrelaxed a littlebit. Eq. (10) equatesthe

marginalutility loss from foregoingleisure to the marginalproduct of labor in utilityunits.

Eq. (11) results from the tradeoffbetweencurrent incomeand end of period moneyholdings.

The 1efthand side is the marginalbenefitof havingan additionalunit of real balancesnext period,

whichconsistsof the discountedvalue of three terms--thedirect utilityobtainedfrom the real

balances, the marginalutility from spendingreal balancesnext period, and the marginalgain from the

relaxationof the CIA constraintnext period. The right hand side is the loss from not havingthe

current incomeavailablefor alternativeuses. whichconsistsof the marginalutilityof income(L,)

times the amountof today’sreal incomeit takes to augmentfuture real balancesby one unit (1+K).

Eq. (12) equatesthe rnarginalbenefitof investmenttothemarginal cost of investment. The

marginalcost (the right hand side) is the utility loss from not havingthe incomeavailablefor

alternativeuses plus the utility loss due to CIA requirement. The marginalbenefit (left hand side)

consistsof the discountedvalue of two terms--thegain in utilityfrom the gross marginalproductof

capitaland the gain in utility that comes aboutbecausecapitalalready in place is not subjectto CIA.

Eq. (13) is the steady-stateversionof the resource constraint,equatingprivate outputto the

sum of consumptionand steady-stateinvestment. Finally, (14) states that either the CIA constraint

must bind, or the marginalutilityof having it relaxed a littlebit (YJmust be zero.

Pro@tMaximizing Firms -andAn Implication of the Fisher Efiect

Althoughhouseholdsand firms here are integrated,there is an analogueeconomyin which

explicitcompetitivemarkets for labor and capitalexist. In that economy,the typicalfirm’s profit

maximizingconditionis:

HK, + Y
-6 =(la)# -3 (15)r, =(~@ ~pl

1

This equationis very importantin justifyingour test of the long-runFisher relationbecause the

-9-
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constancyof Y/K also impliesconstancyof Y/I. Hence, we can test for the independenceof the real

interest rate from inflationin the long run by examiningwhether changes in inflationhave a zero

long-termeffect on the investment-outputratio.‘“ The equationalso clearly shows that when work

effort depends on inflation.the Fisher effect holding is not the same property as K7Zbeing

independentof n; if the effectsof n on 2/Nand JUZare offsetting(as, for example, in Cooley and

Hansen), the real rate can be independentof n even though K7Zis not.

Four Models as Spcciai Case>”

Three special cases of the general modei emerge in a straightforwardmanner:

(i) no CIA constraint(a, = ~ =L:~j,~abe]le~Sidnwski .%iode~:

(ii) CIA for consumptiononly ~ac= 1, a~ = 0, money provides no direct utility (~~ = 0), which

closely resemblesCooley and Hansen, and is labelled The Inj.7ation-Tbx-on-ConsumptionModel;

(iii) CIA for consumptionand investment(a~ = 1 = aJ, but with money providingno direct utility

(4M= 0), which closely resemblesthe model of Stockman. and is labelledIniation-Tax-on-

Consunl&ption-a)ld-Illvesljlle~ltModel.

The fourth model we consider motivatesthe Tobin effect. Although,there are several ways to

generate a Tobin-typeeffect within an optimizationmodel, we proceed in the spirit of the original

formulationby making the savingsrate exogenous. For simplicity,we fix leisure and drop the CIA

constraint. Thus. N is fixed. w = O= av, and savings is a fixed proportion, s, of disposableincome,

which is the sum of real private outputand the change in real balances. Conjecturingthat in steady-

state N and iWPZN will be constant (which means n = A1.I-P4),this implies:

(

[
M,

C, =(1 S) Z,tiNeK,’++p~—
P, 1

(16)

Eqs. (13) and (16) imply:

1~e abstract from income[axes. For the effects of changes in tax rates on investmentand
growth see Medoza e~.ai. (1995)and for the interactionsbetween inflation,taxes, and investmentsee
the Bayoumiand Gagnonpaper cited earlier.
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s(k ‘)1*-(g,,+3 )k” - (1a)pxm * = O (17)

where lower case letters with asterisksdenote steady-stale values of variables deflated by ZN (i.e. k*

is the steady-statevalue of WZN-.etc). We assumethat JWPand K arestill optimallychosen. In this

new set-up. (Al), (A2), (A6) in the Appendixdrop out. (A4) and (A5) are still valid, but the

indirectmarginalutilitiesof A47Pand A“are differem. This fourth model is labelledTobin Model.

These modelsdiffer as to the signs of the derivativesof steady-statevalueswith respect to

inflation(denotedby the subscriptx), as describedbelow:

Long-Tern~Effectsof Inflation

MODEL EFFECTS OF SUPERNEU- TOBIN REVERSE FISHER
INFLATION TRALITY? EFFECT? TOBIN? EFFECT?

I. !Xdrauski c*m=O,k*K=O,
i*T=o,y*r=o. Yes ,No No Yes
;%T*X=(),-/’~izj*:=0

III. CIA for C*=CO.k* K-=O.

Consumption i*Z<O,y*X<O, No iNo Yes No
& Investment N*Z<O,@~l*K<O

IV. Tobin’J C*=(?),k*zXl,
i*=>O,y*=>~, No Yes No No
N* =0, c1j2~*z4x

The superneutralityproperty of the Sidrauskimodel is well-known.12The negativeeffect of

“Withexogenouswork effort, N, = Oholdsby assumption. In general, in a Tobin type model,
the negativeeffect of inflationon work effort, tendingto counter the positivedirect effect on
investmentoutput, could be present. We assumethe stabilityconditionsfl-e)k- o c PA+ 5 holds.

12Notethat superneutralityis generallytaken to mean that all real variablesexcept reaZbalances
aredeterminedindependentlyfrom inflation,which is how we use the term in this paper.
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inflationon work effort in the CIA-on-consumptionmodel is intuitive:inflationacts as a tax on

consumption,inducinghouseholdsto substituteinto leisure. However, in the long run the real interest

rate is still independentof inflationin this model. The real rate, from constant returns to scale,

dependsonly on the capital-outputratio. which in the long run is independentof inflation,since the

CIA constraintdoes not apply to investment. Since inflationdoes decrease work effort, k* = (K7ZN)*

being independentof inflation, impliesa downward shift in the balanced-growthpath of K (i.e. a fall

in KZZ)W When the CIA constrain(applies to iwestme?zt also (Model III) the capital-outputratio falls

in response to inflationand the real rate rises. This is because inflationacts as a tax on investment

also in this case.

The essential intuitionbehind the results in.

As long as the stabilityconditions(I-8) k-6< U4+6

the Tobin model can be seen by considering(17).

holds, anything(includinginflation)that

decreases steady-stateeffectiveper capita real

capital stock. k*. If k* rises. the real interest

baiances, m“, must increase the effectiveper capita

rate. of course. falls.

3. The EmpiricalFramework and Results

The Data

Our data consistsof annual observationsfrom the U.S.from 1889to 1995. Output,

consumption.investment,and governmentspendingon goods and services are per capita billionsof

1987dollars. Inflationis the log first-differenceof the GDP deflator. Total resident

used to oi.xamper capita-values. The notationused in reporting

c, and i are the per capita logs of real output, real consumption,

G/Y is the ratio of real governmentspendingto output, and n is

additionaldetails and lists the sources.

the empirical results

and real investment,

populationis

is as follows: y,

respectively,

inflation. The data appendixcontains

Table 1 reports summary statistics.
. .

Over the full sample 1889-1995,inflationaverages

3.05%. while the share in total GDp of gover~ent spending,consumption,and investmentis 19.4%,
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63.8%, and 16.6%, respectively. As is well-known,and as can be seen from the plots in figure 1,

there have been dramaticshifts in inflationand the real variablesduring sub-periodsof our sample.

The Great Depressionera, for example, is well-knownas a time of deflationand very low investment.

The pre-WorldWar I period, on the other hand. is characterizedby low inflation(an annualaverage

rate of 0.81%) and high investment(22.9% of GDP), as indicatedby coh.mm2 of table 1. Our post-

WWIIperiod reflects the opposite.with a 4.30% average inflationrate and 15.8% investmentshare.

The share of consumptionin total outputhas remainedfairly steady over the differentsub-periods.

Univariate Properties

The use of per capita data for output, consumption,and investmentamountsto deflatingthe

aggregatequantitiesof these variablesby the deterministiccomponentof the trend in work effort.13

The representativeagent theoreticalframeworklaid out earlier presumesthat the variablesy, c, i,

G/Y and n have stochastictrends embeddedin them (i.e. have unit roots). We conductthree types of

univariateanalysisto evaluatethis prior: lookingat plots of the data, examiningthe autocorrelations,

and conductingmore formal unit root tests.

Figure 1 plots the deterministicallydetrendedlogs of per capitaoutput, consumption,

investmentand also plots governmentsize, inflationand the nominalinterestrate. The nominal

interest rate data is provided for the purpose of comparisonwith inflation. Detrendedper capita

output, consumptionand investmentappear to be nonstationary. The questionof the stationarity,or

otherwise,of governmentsize and inflationis not so clear-cutfrom the plots of the data. Plots of the

first differences(not reported)give a strong indicationthat the differencesare stationary.

The autocorrelationsof the variablesdisplayedin figure 1 are plotted in figure 2. The

autocorrelationsof the detrendedper capitalevels of consumption,investment,output, and

governmentsize do not die away quickly, again indicatingnonstationarity. The autocorrelationsof

13Analternativeprocedure wouldbe to insteaduse aggregatelevels, but includea time trend
separatelyin the cointegrating(CI) vectors. Resultsfrom estimatingCI vectors with this alternative
procedure are not reported, but briefly discussedin the text later.
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I

unit roots: the

the rate at which the

augmentedDickey Fuller

(Dickey and Fuller [1979]), and the KPSS

(Kwiatowski,Phillips, Schmidtand Shin

inflationtake about 4 years to die away, which is quicker than the rate at which the detrendedoutput,

consumption,and investmentautocorrelationsdie away, but slower than

autocorrelationsof the first differences(not shown)die away.14

Table 2 reports the results of two formal tests for

(ADF) test, which has the unit root as the null hypothesis

test, for which the null is stationarityor trend-stationarity

[1992]). The trend is not includedin the case of the governmentsize variable, since this ratio is

boundedbetween Oand 1. The results are containedin the first four columns. There is substantial

evidencefor unit roots in per capita values of output, consumption,investment,and governmentsize,

but the results on inflationare very borderlineand sensitiveto the exact sampleperiod used. Because

some of the series displayunusualdynamicsduring the wars, we also conductedADF tests allowing

interactionof the lagged first differenceswith a wartime dummy in the Dickey-Fullerregressions.

This essentiallyallows the wartime dynamicsto be different from the rest of the

results, reported in the final column, indicateunit roots in all the variables.

We thus proceed with the maintainedhypothesisof unit roots in y, c, i, and n. In the case of

G/Y, we alternativelyreport results both under the assumptionof a unit root and stationarity. There

sampleperiod. The

are two factors that affectedour decisionin this respect. First, many of the models that considerthe

effects of fiscal policy in a general-equilibriumsetting, assume that GIYis mean-reverting,although

deviationsfrom the mean value may be very persistent. (See, for example, Baxter and King [1993].)

Second, althoughour univariate tests do support the unit root in G/Y, the tests are based on an

assumptionof a linear process, whereas this variable--beinga ratio boundedbetweenOand l--camot

be a restriction-freelinear unit root process.

We also realize that the questionof a

a vast theoreticalliterature analyzingthe real

unit root in inflationis controversial. However, there is

effectsof once-and-for-allunanticipatedchanges in

conserve space, since what they indicate--thatthe1~he first differenceplots are omittedto
variables plotted in figure 1 are not integratedof order higher than one--isunlikelyto be
controversial.
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inflationand whether a long-runinflation-unemploymenttradeoff can exist or not. This literatureputs

a very strong prior on a unit root in inflation. Moreover, there are empiricalresults that are

sympatheticto unit roots in inflation(See, for example,Mishkin [1992]and King and Watson [1994]).

Barsky (1987)has also argued that since 1914, shocksto inflationhave becomemore persistent,

particularlyin the post-warperiod. Given these considerationsand the borderlinenature of our own

tests, we proceed with the assumptionof a unit root in n.

The General Model in a StochasticEnvironment

The univariateanalysissuggeststhe presenceof stochastictrends. Therefore, for empirical

implementation,we now discuss the extensionof our analysisaboveto allow once-and-for-all

permanentshocks to the productivitytrend, the governmentsize trend, and the inflationtrend. It is

convenientto separate out the trend and cyclicalcomponentsof our variables. For the variablesA, g

and n--with a bar over the variable indicatingthe trend componentand a tilde denotingthe cyclical

component(the deviationfrom the steady-statepath)-- we have:

(18)

Invokingcertaintyequivalence,we can still characterizethe steady-statepath of the economyby (9)-

(14) (with the implicationsfor the differentmodels summarizedin the panel on p.11), providedwe

replace the (previouslyconstant)steady-stateinflationrate by its expectedvalue. The latter, from the

random walk property of stochastictrends, is the current permanentcomponent,n, with a bar over

head. With this change, which impliesthat the long-runpaths c*, k*, etc. now have time subscripts,

we can write:

C’=H=C(E’;“=[$l=k(E’;“=[-41=i(E1
IIY,(l@ *

~,” ~

-w,
=y(ii); N,”=N(E); m,” = m(%).

(19)

Note thaty* is long-run effectiveper capitap-ivate, rather than total, output.
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For estimation, we postulatelinear relationshipsbetween the logs of the variables on the left

hand side of side of (19) and the permanentcomponentof inflation. Given this, (18), (19), and the

definitionof Z (which implies In Z = ($1O)g + (lm) in {~-g)+ In A = in ~ - [(1-$)~] g), yield:

(20)

(21)

(22)

where a tilde over a variable represents its deviationfrom the steady-statepath, so that the terms in

curly brackets in (20)-(22)represent stationarycomponentsthat are constantalong steady-statepaths.

In our long-termdata set, N is an unobservedvariable, and so we have substitutedout for it. Also, we

do not report the analogousequationfor K, since the capital stock is also unobservablein our data.

Eqs. (20)-(22) imply the two independentcointegrating(CI) relationshipsgiven below:

a’X, =

( \

g,

“a,.- (1WY) 1-(pc-p,)-1 1 0 “
ln~ -I(O)

a,- (1-aY) - (P,- P,) -1 0 1 ~nc
1

(23)

ulnr,

These long-term relationshipscan be estimatedand we can test whether or not the Fisher effect holds

by testing the null hypothesisl?,: ~1- ~Y = O. It is also clear from (23) that the restrictionsctY= ar

= al are overidentificationrestrictions;they set the coefficienton g in the two CI vectors to unity,

which can be tested, given that these restrictionsare not needed for identification.ls

Thus, we estimatethe followingCI

method (see Johansen and Juselius [1992]),

relationshipsusing the maximum-likelihoodJohansen

as implementedin the PCGIVE statisticalpackage:

150urparticular theoreticalset-up impliesthat ac = a, = ctY= (1-+)~,
e.g. when governmentspendingenters utility in a nonseparableway, these
necessarilyhold.
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P,lg,+IW, +1313lr%+W =el, ; P2g,+P22~,+1323ln~ + 1~, = e2,
(24)

where ei, i= 1,2, is the stationarydeviationfrom the ith cointegrating(long-term)relationship. If the

cointegratingrank is two, the estimatedcointegratingvectors can be thoughtof as two linear

combinationsof the vectors given in (23). If we normalizethe coefficienton lnC in the first estimated

vector and the coefficienton lti in the secondestimatedvector to be unity, then comparingtwo linear

combinationsof (23) with the estimatedvectors will provideeight equationsin eightunknowns.

Hence, the structuralcointegratingrelationshipsare just identified. Any further restrictionsplaced on

the ~ coefficientsare potentiallytestable. Our model impliesthe followingrestrictionson the P

coefficients: ~]] = I = ~Z~,F/3 = ‘1 = p23., p]2 = f& - h’> ~22 = p, - p,,. When the Fisher effect

holds, we also have f122= 0 = ~,z.

CointegrationTest Resultsand Evidenceon the FisherEffect

We first examinethe cointegratingrank for both the three-trendspecification(in which G/Y is

treated as nonstationary)and the two trend specification(stationaryG/Y). The results are in table 3.

The lag length in the VAR was selectedstartingwith a lag lengthof five and sequentiallyeliminating

lags with F-testsused to check the validityof each reduction. The null hypothesisof p cointegrating

vectors (CI rank = p) is tested againstthe alternativeof p+ 1 cointegratingvectors using the

maximumeigenvaluetest statistic.and the more general alternativeof at least p+ 1 cointegrating

vectorsusing the trace statistic. The values of the maximumeigenvalueand trace statisticsare

reported both with and withouta small samplecorrectiondue to Reimers (1992).

For the three-tre~dspecification,a cointegratingrank of 2, which is impliedby the theoretical

model, is consistentwith the results reported in the upper half of table 3. (The exceptionis a

borderlinerejectionif the trace statisticis used withoutthe degrees of freedom(df) correction.lb) The

results for the two trend specificationin the lower part of table 3 are even stronger. The null of one

1bTheredoes not appear to be any consensusyet on whetherReimer’sdegrees-of-freedom
correctionis the preferred correction.
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(or fewer) CI vector is strongly rejected with or without the df correction, while the null of two CI

vectors cannot be rejected.

We take these results to indicatethat the assumptionthat the CI rankis two, implicitin our

theoreticalmodel, is not at odds with the data.

Table 4 displaysour estimatesof the cointegratingvectors: one for the 5-variablesystemof

the theoreticalmodel and another for the 4-variable system, in which G/Y is treated as a stationary

variable.17 Recall that our theoreticalmodel puts some overidenti~ing restrictionson the CI

relationshipsgiven in (24). Specifically,the coefficienton outputshouldbe -1 and the coefficienton

governmentsize should be 1. We began by testing these overidenti~ing restrictions. The restriction

on the governmentsize variable is rejected most of the time. The restrictionon the outputvariable is

also rejected often. However, this is because, despite the fact that the coefficientsare close to the

predicted value (-1.07 and -0.99 in the two vectors of the 5-variablesystem), they have small standard

errors (.02 and .09). This is seen in the last row of table 4. The joint restrictionof a unit coefficient

on output in both vectors is rejected at any level of significance. Basedon economicsignificance,

however, these restrictionscould be claimed to be satisfied. One shouldbear in mind that it is

possible for a more general specificationof our theoreticalmodel in which the coefficienton G/Y is

not unity (e.g. if governmentspendingenters utility in a nonseparablemanner). By contrast,

economictheory considerationsput a very strong prior on the -1 coefficienton output; it arises from

productivitychanges leadingto balancedgrowth. In light of the above, we proceed to estimatethe

cointegratingvectors with the outputvariable restricted and G/Yunrestricted.

The estimatedstructuralcointegratingvectors are reported in table 4.

model, keeping fixed the effects of governmentsize, a permanent increase in

Forthe five-variable

inflationis associated

witha drop in the consumption-outputratio and a rise in the investment-outputratio. The coeff~cient

..-

“We report the results for the per capita specificationonly. However, we also conductedour
analysis for the level specification,with a time trend includedin the cointegratingvectors, for the full
sample model at least, with quite similar results.
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estimatesare statisticallysignificantat customarylevels. They indicatethat a permanentone

percemagepointincrease in inflationis associatedwith along-run drop in the consumption-output

ratio of about four percent and rise in the investment-outputratio of about five and one-halfpercent.

This translatesinto a drop in the share of consumptionin total GDP of about 2.5 percentagepoints

and rise in the investmentshare of about 1.0 percentagepoint, using as initialshares the full-sample

means reported in table 1. These estimatesare large, as they implythat a permanent,one standard

deviationchangein the rate of inflation(5.54% accordingto table 1) is associatedwith approximately

a one standarddeviationchange in I/Y and considerablymore than a one standarddeviationchangein

C/Y (whichare 5.40 and 5.41, respectively). Table 4 also reports the results from the four-variable

specificationin which governmentsize is stationary. Here too the estimatedvectors implya positive

(negative)relationshipbetween inflationand investment(consumption). The point estimatesin the 4-

variablespecificationare of the same sign as in the 5-variablesystemand are

coefficienton consumptionis noticeablylarger in the 4-variablesystem.

also significant. The

The results of table 4 are consistentwith the Fisher eflec~not holding: in the long run, the

capital-outputratio rises, and therefore the real interestrate falls, as inflationrises.18 Since, typically,

modeis in which the real interestrate falls with higher inflation,are ones in which the Tobin effect

holds, this would also seem to provide some indirectevidenceon the existenceof a Tobin-typeeffect.

However, as emphasizedearlier. the mechanismwhich generatesthis Tobin-typeeffect can, in

principle, be different from that emphasizedin Tobin’soriginalspecification,since endogenous

savingsrate modelscan also generatethis type of effectunder certain conditions.

‘*Ifwe choosevalues for the parameters9, 5, PA,then we can use our estimatedeffect of ~ on
I/Y, eq. (15), and the steady-staterelationshipI/Y = (p~+5)lVYto determinethe effect of inflationon
the steady-statereal rate of interest. When we do such calculationsfor plausibleparametervaluesand
over the full sampleperiod, the effect on the real rate is implausiblylarge. However, introducing
quadraticadjustmentcosts to changingthe capitalstock modifies(15) and yieldsmore plausibleeffects
ofinflation on the real rate. We do not report these numbersbecausethe range varies widely
dependingonthesize of the adjustmentcosts, which isdifficuk to pin down. Also, our estimatesfor
the post-WWIIsub-periodshownbelowwould providemore plausibleeffects.
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Testingthe Tobin Effect: Modellingthe StochasticTrends

The analysis so far, based on estimatedcointegrationvectors, does not tell us about the

directionofcausation between inflationand the real variables. In order to interpret results more

cleaniy in light of our theoreticalframework, we need to identifyexogenousshocks to inflation,which

requires additionalidenti~ing assumptions. This also allows us to test for the Tobin or reverse-Tobin

effect directly. We begin bymodelling the relationshipamong our stochastictrends:

it, ‘~,, +PGE,; i, =(PM-P,)+~,,,,+e=, (27)

where the c’s are zero-mean, serially uncorrelateddisturbanceterms. Eqs. (25) and (26),

respectively,imply that the productivitytrend and the long-run size of governmentare exogenously

given, to the inflationtrend at least. Additionally,the stochasticpart of the productivitytrend is

constrainedno~to affect inflationin the long run. We allow for the fiscal trend to affect steady-state

inflation(~G#@. The interpretationof the sign of ~~ is that it represents whether the inflationtax is

complementaryto (~~ > O)or substitutablewith (~~ < O)general incometaxation.

A key issue before we proceed is whether the restrictionsembeddedin (25)-(27)are consistent

with reasonabletheoreticalmodels or not. There are two considerations. First, does it make sense

that the stochasticpart of the productivitytrend does not affect inflationin the long run? Second, is it

possiblethat a permanentchange in inflationcan have a long-run effect on the investmentrate--and
.

hence the real interest rate--but no long-runeffect on the growth rate of the economy? We discuss

each of these questionsin turn.

shocks

On the first point, economictheory provides a clear-cutanswer: once-and-for-allpermanent

to the supply of output affect the long-runprice levelbut not its long-runrate of change. of

course, economictheory considerationsalso dictate that the drift in output, PA,influencessteady-state

inflation,but we allow for this in (27). This suggeststhat the first restriction is sensible.
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On the second point, it would appear that if the inflationrate affects the real interestxate, then

it must also affect the long-termgrowth rate from the standardconsumptionintertemporalefficiency

condition. But this is not true in general. Conjecturingthat inthesteady-state the growth rate of the

economyis equal to PA,the growth rate of Z, (10), (13), and (15) can be used to show that:

(28)

Eq. (28) reduces to the familiar ~(l+r) = (l+p~ with log-utility,ONLY when the CIA constraintdoes

NOT apply to investment(a~ = 0).

interest is independentof inflation.

But those are also the cases (ModelsI or II) when the real rate of

When CIA appliesto investmentalso, it is feasibleto have a

steady-statein which the real rate of return dependson inflation,yet PAdoes not, since the ratio of the

LagrangemultipliersyL4also dependson inflationand enters the intertemporalefficiencycondition.

Thus, our empiricalwork, that treats the growth rate of the economyas stationary,admitsof

all the four modelswe discussedearlier. It is also

growth as well as cross-sectionalevidencethat has

consistentwith the univariatepropertiesof output

found only small growth rate effectsof inflation--

such as Barro (1991).19It also admitsof the endogenousgrowth class of modelswith money,

providedthe parameterizationis such that we can have significanteffectsof inflationon the

investmentrate, yet the growth rate effects are negligible.20

Followingmuch of the inflationand growth literature, we have not modelledmonetarypolicy

explicitlyhere. However, implicitly,one natural interpretationof the permanentshock to inflation

(cJ is changesin the monetaryauthority’starget inflationrate. In keepingwith the spirit of relating

our empiricalmodel to the theoreticalliteratureon the real effectsof inflation,we will, for the most

19Thereis some empiricalevidence,though, of a more significantnegativerelationshipbetween
inflationand growth for high inflationcountries. For example, De Gregorio (1993)documentssuch a
relationshipfor the Latin Americancountries.

*“Therecertainly are endogenousgrowthmodels where the investmentrate has a unit root, yet the .
growth rate effectsof this unit root can be small with suitableparameterization. (See, for example,
the Mendozaet. al. paper mentionedearlier, althoughthe source of the unit root in the investmentrate
in that work is tax rates, rather than inflation).
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part, refer to c. as an inflationshock, rather than explicitlyas a money supply growth shock.

l%eEstimated VECA4

The vector of our five observed variables, X, can now be thoughtof as being determinedby

the three permanent imovations to the stochastictrends, c~, CXPCA,and two transitory disturbances,

which we label C,,T,C2,T.In movingaverage form, the structural empiricalmodel now becomes:

AX, =e(L)c, (29)

where c = (c~ en e. CITel~ The theoreticalframework with the impliedCI relationshipsgiven

by (23) means that the matrix of long-run multipliers, 0(1)--obtainedby setting L= 1 in (l(_L)--is:

e(l) = (30)

(31)

Thus, in (30), the matrix e is the product of a matrix consistingof known coefficients(since

E&-L PI-PY)%-c% and%-%CaIIbeobtaiIEd from the estimatesOfthe cointegratingVeCtOrS)and a

lower triangular matrix. In addition,assume, that the permanent imovations, e~pCXPc~,are

orthogonalto each other. Under these properties, it can be shown that the parameters ~., ~.+~r),

(p~+p~, fi~+p~, ay, ctc,al are identified,and can be retrieved from the reduced-formvector error-

correction model (VECM).

The formal proof of identificationis very similar to that in King et al. (1991)and is given in

AppendixB. The intuitionof why these parameters are identified’lies in the recursive nature of the
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long-runmodel. Specifically,since the governmentsize trend is causallyprior to inflationand

independentof the productivitytrend, the long-termbehaviorof g will identifythis trend. Accounting

for the effect of this trend on inflation,the long-termbehaviorof inflationthen identifiesthe inflation

trend. Similarly,accountingfor the long-runeffectsof inflationand governmentsize on consumption,

investment,and output, the long-runbehaviorof any one of these three variables identifiesthe

productivitytrend. The reason that any of the three variablescan be used to identifi the productivity

trend is that the long-runresponsesof these three variablesto the productivitytrend are constrainedto
.

be equal from the cointegratingvectors imposed.

Thus, under the assumptionsthat (i) the productivitytrend is independentof the fiscal and

inflationtrends and (ii) the fiscal trend is causallyprior to the inflationtrend, we can identi~ the

long-runeffectsof exogenousshocks to inflationon the

output(p~+pc, fl~+~,,13~+~Y,respectively). Moreover,

nonstationary,~~is also identified. However, since we

(1-$)/8 is not identified.

Coefficient Estimates: Evidence on the Tobin E#ect

The point estimatesand standarderrors of the ~

log-levelsof consumption,investmentand

for the specificationsin which G/Y

have rejectedthe unitary restriction

parametersare reported in table 5.

is

on G/Y,

Estimates

from both the five-variableand four-variablemodels indicatethat a Tobin type effect is present: a

permanentlyhigher inflationrate increasesoutput, investment,and consumption(~Y,PC,PI> 0).

With the exceptionof PC,which is borderline, these are all statisticallysignificant. Our time-series

evidenceon investmentthus complementsthe cross-sectionalresults of Bayoumiand Gagnon,who

find that higher inflationcountriestend to investmore.

We also find that P, > ~Y> &-, so that a rise in inflationleads to a rise in the investment-

output ratio and drop in the consumption-outputratio, just as in the case of the estimatesof table4.

Becausethe estimatedcointegrationvectors are imposedin estimatingthe VECM, the magnitudesof

the ratio changesarethe same as in table 4: a permanentone percentagepoint increase in inflationis
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associatedwith a-long-rundrop in the share of consumptionin total GDP of about 2.5 percentage

points and risein the investmentshare ofabout l.O percentagepoint. This would again suggest that

the Fisher effect does nothold inthe long run. Finally, we find that ~~ > 0, indicatingthat the

revenue creation functionof inflationis used in a complementaryfashion to other taxes. This is

consistentwith the idea of spreading a tax increaseover different types of taxes, includinginflation.

Variance Decompositions: Evidence on the Importance of lqjlation Shocks

Table 6 displays the fraction of the forecast error variance of each variable that is attributable

to the three permanentshocks: fiscal, intlation, and outputshocks. The effects of the inflationshock

in the five-variablemodel are reported in part B of table 6A. The inflationshock accountsfor no

more than twenty percent of the forecast error varianceof either output or investment,and no more

than six percent of the error variance of consumption,at any horizon. Most of these point estimates

are insignificantlydifferent from zero. Fiscal shocks account for most of the variance of G/Y, and a

sizable amountof the.variance of inflationand output, accordingto part A. The error variance of

consumptionis almost entirely accountedfor by the permanentoutput shock (part C), while

investmentis explainedby a combinationof the permanentand transitory shocks. The lack of

importanceof transitory shocks in explainingconsumptionis consistentwith predictionsof the life-

cycle permanent-incomehypothesesof consumptionbehavior.

Table 6B reports the variance decompositionsof the four-variablemodel. Once again,

inflationshocks explaina very small percentage-- less than 10 percent -- of the forecast error

variance of either consumptionor investment. The contributionof inflationshocks to output

variability-- above thirty percent -- is higher than in the five-variablemodel but with large standard

errors. Consumptionis onceagain explainednearly entirely by output shocks, while investmentis

explainedby a combinationof the permanentoutputshocks and the transitory shocks.

The variance decompositionresults are instructivefor understandingthe long-run real effects

of inflation. From our cointegrationanalysiswe estimatethat permanentchanges in inflationhave
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fairly large effects on output, investment,and consumptionin the long run. However, the variance

decompositionsreveal that inflationshocks accountfor very little of the forecast error variancesof

these same variables. This suggeststhat, over this long span of data, the exogenouspart of the

permanentcomponentof

Analysis of Sub-Periods

Accordingto the

inflationhas been relativelysmall.

results discussedabove, long-termdata from the U.S. do not appear to be

consistentwith models in whicheither superneutralityholds or in which the only mechanismthrough

which inflationinfluencesreal activityin the long run is acting as a tax on consumptionand

investment. However, it could be argued that these results are driven by specialsub-periodsof the

data such as wars or the Great Depression,which was a period of deflationand low investment.

Table 1 and figure 1 give an indicationof how differentthe inflationand other variables’processes

have been in the pre-WWI, interwar, and post-1949periods. To examinethe robustnessof our

results, we estimatethe modelsover two subsamples:the post-warperiod (1950-1995)and the inter-

war period (1918-1941).21

The results from the sub-samplesare containedin table 7. Accordingto the first row of the

table, both sub-periodsare characterizedby a positiverelationshipbetween inflationand the

investment-outputratio and a negativerelationshipbetween inflationand the consumption-outputratio.

The relationshipof inflationwith the investmentratio is much stronger for the inter-warperiod than

the full sample. The estimateimpliesthat a permanent1 percentagepoint drop in inflationis

associatedwith a long-rundrop in the share of investmentin total GDP of 4 percentagepoints

startingfrom a 14% share to a 10% share). This large effect no doubt reflects the dramatic

(e.g.,

movementsin inflationand investmentduring the Great Depression. Eichengreen(1992)argues

persuasivelythat the directionof causationin this interwar relationshiplikelygoes from monetary

21The results from the sub-periodsmust be interpretedwith some caution,however, since
cointegrationand VECM estimationtechniquesare more appropriatefor longer spans of data.
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contraction(and hence a fall in inflation)to investmentand output rather than vice versa. This is

consistentwith the importanceattachedto inflationshocks in our interwar period variance

decompositionresults from the estimationof the~idly identzjled structuralmodel (discussedshortly).

In the post-WWIIperiod, the long-run relationshipbetween inflationand investment,although

still positive and significant,is considerablysmaller than in the full sample: the estimateimpliesthat a

permanent 1 percentagepoint drop in inflationis associatedwith a drop in the share of investmentin

total GDP of 2/10 of a percentagepoint (e.g., starting from a 14% share to a 13.8% share).

The variance decompositionresults are reported in the final row of the table. In both sub-

periods, the inflationshock accountsfor a large percentageof the forecast error variancesof output,

consumption,and investment. In the post-WWIIperiod, for example, the inflationshock accounts for

over 60 percent of the variance of output (at the two-year horizon), which is approximately30 to 40

percent more than in the full-sampleresults of table 6. For investment,the increasedimportanceof

inflationshocks during the post-WWIIperiod is of the same order of magnitude. Clearly, the

inflationtrend became increasinglyimportantrelative to the other permanent trends in the latter part

of the sample, a result which probably reflects the increasedpersistenceof inflationitself, as noted by

Bars~

sample

(1987) and others.

The combinedanalysisof the cointegrationvectors and variance decompositions,for the full

and sub-periods,suggeststhe following. Over the entire 1889-1995period, permanentshocks

to inflation,when they do occur, have large long-runeffects on real variables. However, significant

shocks to inflationappear not to occur very frequentlyduring much of the sample. However, the

post-WWIIperiod is noticeablydifferent. Althoughsignificant“permanent”shocks to inflationare a

more regular feature of the data, the long-run effects of a given size shock are much smaller. For

instance, the decade average inflationrate fell by about 5 percentagepoints from the 1970sto the

1980s. Despite this large permanentdrop in the inflationrate, neither

rate fell by as much as wouldbe impliedby the full sample estimates.

investmentnor the investment

One might concludefrom this
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that long-runsuperneutrality,althougha good startingpoint in explainingreal economicfluctuations,

is not strictly-speakinga correct descriptionof the data generationprocess.

Recall that the post-WWIIperiod is characterizedby a larger varianceof inflationshocks, as

well as smaller long-runeffectsof inflationon real variablesfor a given size shock. This may well be

the consequenceof monetarypolicyhaving moved increasinglyaway from “rules”and toward

“discretion”. Clearly, movingto a more discretionarymonetarypolicy is likely to make monetary

policy shocks, and thereby inflationshocks, more volatile. And to the extent that the discretionary

stabilizationpolicy is successful,it will also mean that the observed responseof real variablesto a

given size monetarypolicy shock wouldbe smaller. This latter point has been made by Mankiw

(1986), for instance.

5. ConcludingRemarks

Understandingthe long-runreal effectsof permanentchangesin inflationis essentialto

debates in academiccircles concerningthe channelsof monetarypolicy transmission,as well as to

debates in policymakingcircles related to the goal of price stability.Using a new approach, this paper

empiricallyanalyzessuch effects from a much differentanalyticalperspectivethan existingstudies.

The evidencefrom long-termU.S. data indicatesthat the investmentrate, and hence implicitly

the real rate of interest, is not independentof inflationin the long run. Specifically,a permanent

unanticipatedrise in inflationis associatedwith a rise in the investment-outputratio in the long run.

This is consistentwith the real interestrate fallingand a Tobin-typeeffect. Direct evidenceon the

Tobin/reverse-Tobineffect confirmsthis. Our empiricalapproachdoes not tell us the exact

mechanismthat generatesa Tobin

effectholds due to factors such as

type effect. We leave as open the questionof whethera Tobin type

finite lifetimes,individualheterogeneity,and uncertain lifetimes

highlightedin the literaturecited in Orphanidesand Solow’ssurvey paper, or due to tax distortionsof

the type highlightedby Feldsteinand by Bayoumiand Gagnon, for instance,or possiblydue to
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downward rigidty of nominalwages with individualfirms experiencingstochasticshocks to the

demand for their output, as emphasizedrecently by Akerlof ef al.

Our results, however, do appear to be inconsistentwith models that emphasizeeither

superneutrality

growth models

or only the role of inflationas a tax on consumptionor investment,or endogenous

with money, which also generate a reverse-Tobineffect. One must bear in mind,

though, that our variance decompositionsfrom the full sample, suggest that,

type effect is found, the role of inflationin explainingthe fluctuationsin the

very limited, compared to the role played by productivityand fiscal trends.

business-cyclemodels and endogenous

explainingreal economicfluctuations.

while a significantTobin

levels of real variables is

We concludethat real-

growth models appear to be usefid approximationsin

But they are perhaps not the best models, even when extended

to incorporatemoney, for understandingthe long-termreal effects of inflation,at least in the form in

which they are currently popular.

The resuits from the post-war (1950-1995)and inter-war (1918-1941)subsamplesconfirm the

existenceof a Tobin type effect, but differ from the full-sampleestimates in two ways. First, the

estimatedlong-run effects on output, investment,and consumptionare much larger (smaller) in the

inter-war (post-war)period than in the full sample. Second, as measured by the variance

decompositions,the inflationtrend is quite importantin the sub-periods. Comparingthe full-sample

and post-WWIIresults suggests that, in those periods when permanent changes in inflationare

estimatedto have large long-run real effects (pre-WWII),such shocks did not occur often. However,

when “permanent”shocks to inflationare a more regular part of the data, as in the post-WWIIperiod,

such shocks have smaller long-runeffects. A convincingexplanationof both of these results could

center on the more activiststance of monetarypolicy in the post-WWIIperiod.

Two fhrther avenuesof research are worthy of pursuit. First, it would be a useful extension

to incorporatenet exports into both the theoreticaland empiricalanalysis and also provide evidenceon

the long-run effects of inflationon this variable. Second, it would be interestingto undertake a cross-

country analysisalong similar lines.
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AppendixA: RecursiveRepresentationof the OptimizationProblem

From Bellman, if Vis the value function, the maximizationproblem described in the text has the

followingrecursive representation:

.fK1.lwl[u[c’+:l+~’Kp.)t

V(M,J,K,,P,) = max
(Al)

Let the Lagrange multipliersassociatedwith (6) and (7) be k, and y,, respectively. Then using

Bellman’sequationand imposingi@, = M, , the first-order necessary conditionsof the maximization

problem are (6) and the followingequations: -

‘Y,

UC(.J =L,+ acY,

U,(.,) =&@N(.)

fw,(.lq) = #
t

flV2(.,+2)=A, +aKy,

(lW,Q)

P, J
- a,ci - a~[K,4- (1 ~)K~ = O

(A2)

(A3)

(A4)

(A5)

(A6)

AppendixB: Identificationand EstimationStrategy

The structural model in W form is (29) in the text and reproducedbelow for convenience:

[1s,, S,2 [1e, o
Ax, = e(L)&,; var(e~ =S z e(1) = [e o] = ~ 0, (Bl)

S,2 S22,’
2

where recall e = (&g c= &A&,7’cz~)consistsof the three permanentand two transitory shocksand

X = (g, n, lnY, lnC. lnZ,,. Sii (3x3), Szz(2x2) are the diagnol covariancematrices of the structural
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permanentand transitorydisturbancesrespectivelyand Spz= Sj, = O, implyingthe independence of

the permanentand transitorydisturbances.Thematrix O(5x3) is the product of the two matrices

given in(31) inthe text and for conveniencewe have partitionede further into 8,(3x3) and 6Z(2X3),

where 0, is lower triangular.

The reduced-from?L5Ci14canbeused to obtainthe followingreduced-formMMrepresentation:

IIc,
AX, =C(L)e~ var(e~ = V, C(1) =

C2
(B2)

where for convenienceC(l) has been partitionedinto its first three rows, Cl (3x5), and its last OAK,

rows, Cz(2x5).

Next we

disturbances:

express the structuraldisturbancesas a linear combinationof the reduced-form

(B3)

where P’ has been partitionedfor convenienceinto its first three rows, P, (3x5), and its last two

rows, PI (2x5).

demonstratethat

matrices, and 6,

To show that our model identifiesthe permanentstructuraldisturbances,we have to

under the assumptionsgiven abovethat S,l, Szzare diagnolmatrices, S,z,Sz,are null

is lower triangular,P, is determineduniquely.

Obtaining the First Three Rows of P-’ (PJ

From (Bl), (B2), and (B3),

e(l)E, = C(l)el
= e(l)se(l)’ =C(l)vc(l)’ =W (B4)

= 0,s,16; = w,,, .

where W,, is the upper left-hand(3x3) submatrixof W. It followsdirectlyfrom the last line of (B4)

that the Choleskifactor of W,, will give the uniquee, such that S,, is the identitymatrix. Then from

the first line of (B4)

turns followsthat P,

(B3), and the partitionsfor e(l) and C(l) given in (Bl), (B2) respectively,it in

= e;]c,.
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Obtaining the Last Two ROWSof P_’(Pj

We need to do this to completeour identification. This is to ensure that the transitory

disturbancesare independentof the permanentdisturbances, so that the impulseresponses and

variance decompositionswith respect to the permanentdisturbancesare really identifiedand not

getting mixed up with the effects of the transitory disturbances.

From (B3), it followsthat:

s =P4VP4
3 S,2 =PI VP;

s 22
= .P2VP2’

We must choose Pz such that S,j = Oand Szzis invertible.

(B5)

This can be done by picking any two

linear{y independent solutionsto P,Kr = O,where x is a (5x1) vector of unknownsbeing solved for.

One way to do this is to pick the two independenteigenvectorsassociatedwith the non-zero

eigenvaluesof the matrix M, where ikl = I-A ‘@4‘)-’A, with A s P, V. Since J& = &x, where the Lis

are the eigenvaluesof Al, AM = O(which is true by construction)impliesAx = O. Note that this is

just one way to obtainP2 and that is why the transito~ disturbances

Right now, S{, is the identitymatrix and 0 is not in the exact

of having 1‘s on the leadingdiagnol. To put 0 in the required form,

are not individually identl~ed.

form given by (30), in the sense

we can renorrnalizethe size of

the shocks such that the long-run response of a variable to its own shock is normalizedto be unity.

This will put 9 in the form of (30) and make S,, diagnolonly, rather than the identitymatrix.

DATA APPENDIX

(1) Y = real gross domesticproduct in billionsof 1987dollars. The sources are Kendrick (1961)
table A-IIa from 1889-1928,and the NationalIncome and Product Accounts(NIPA) from 1929-1995
(U.S. Departmentof Commerce(1993) and various issues of the survey of C~ent B

.
WIIl@.

(2) c = real cons~ption expendi~res in billionsof 1987dollars. Sources are the same as for Y.
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(3) x = real gross private domesticinvestmentin billionsof 1987dollars. Sources are the same as for
Y.

(4) G = real federal governmentexpenditureson goods and services in billionsof 1987dollars.
Sourcesare the same asforY.

(5)P= GDP deflator, taken as the ratio ofnominal GDP toreal GDP (1987 = 1.00). NominalGDP
data are taken from Kendrick(1961)table A-Hb from 1889-1928,andNIPA from 1929-1995.

(6) POl?=total residentpopulationof the United States, taken from U.S. Bureau of the Census (1976
and 1992)and updates.
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Table 1: SummaryStatistics- Means.and StandardDeviations

GN

z

CN

IN

Ay

Full Sample
(1889-1995)

19.4
(8.56)

3.05
(5.54)

63.8
(5.40)

16.6
(5.41)

3.13
(5.92)

Pre-WWI
(1889-1914)

11.6
(0.92)

0.81
(2.72)

64.1
(2.10)

22.9
(3.13)

3.49
(5.82)

Inter-War
(1918-41)

18.3
(5.66)

0.36
(7.03)

67.8
(4.52)

13.7
(4.98)

2.92
(7.29)

Post-war
(1950-95)

21.7
(3.19)

4.30
(2.42)

63.3
(3.27)

15.8
(1.25)

3.08
(2.40)

Post-OPEC
(1973-95)

19.0
(0.69)

5.56
(2.48)

66.1
(1.52)

16.1
(1.32)

2.39
(2.15)

Notes: GN,C/Y, and IN denote, respectively, the ratios ofreal government purchases, real
consumption, and real investmentto real GDP; xdenotes the annual percentage change inthe GDP
deflato~and Ay denotes real GDP growth. Reported above isthe mean and standard deviation (in
parenthesis) ofeach series, in percent.

Table2: Unit Roots Tests

Variabie ADF ADF KPSS KPSS ADF- level
(level) (lst cliff.) (level) (1901-92) [war dynam]

c -2.14 -4.24* 0.24** 2.12** -2.05

i -2.24 -4.80** 0.28** 0.47** -2.24

Y -2.95 -4.57** 0.08 2.02** -2.82

n -3.51* -6.00** 0.05 0.25** -2.62

GN -2.28 -5.98** 0.65* 0.65** -0.49

Notes: c, i, and y denote, respectively, the logs of real per capita consumption, investment, and GDP;
n denotes the annual percentage change in the CPI, and GN is the ratio of government purchases to
GDP. ADFdenotes the Augmented Dickey-Fuller test statistic fortheunit root null hypothesis.
KPSS denotes the Kwiatkowski, Phillips, Schmidt, and Shin test of the null of stationarity. ADF [war
dynam] refers to the ADF tests that allow the short-run dynamics for the world war years to be
different. The sample period is 1889-1995 except in the final column, which displays results for the
1901-95 sample period. A #, *, and ** indicates rejectionof the null at 10%, 5Y0,ad IVO,
respectively. A time trend is includedin all tests for all variablesexcept. A lag lengjh of 5 is
used in all tests.
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Table 3: Tests of Cointegrating rank

Results for 5 Variable Model

Trace
statistic

Trace
statistic

(df)

95Y0
critical
value

106.1** 90.69** ~ 68.5~ 44.84** I 38.31* I 33.5

52.38* I 47.261.3**

28.39 I 29.7p<2 I 19.85 I 16.96 I 21.0 33.23*

13.38 11.43 I 15.4p<3 I 13.26 I 11.33 I 14.1

p<4 I 0.12 I 0.10 I 3.8 0.12 0.11 I 3.8

System: G/Y, n. y, c. i; Sample = 1893-1995; Lag length = 3.
Constant included in the deterministic component.

Results for 4 Variable Model

I-lo:CI Max Max 95%
rank=p eigenvalue eigenvalue critical

statistic statistic value
(dfl

Trace
statistic

Trace
statistic

(df)

95%
critical
value

82.6** I 73.0**p=() [ 42.3** I 374** I 27.1 47.2

p<l I 27.4** I -74.2**
I 21.0 40.3** I 35.6** 29.7

ps2 I 12.7 I 11.2 1 14.1 12.8 I 11.4 15.4

p<3 I 0.22 I 0.20 I 3.8 0.22 I 0.20 3.8

System: n, y, c, i; Sample = 1893-1995; Lag length = 3.
Constant,GW and 3 lags of G/Y are includedin the deterministiccomponent.

NOTES: (1) * (**) indicates significance at the 5% (1’XO).(2) The maximum eigenvalue static (df)
and trace statistic (df) apply a simple small-samplecorrectionto Johansen’sstatistics(replacingT by
T-rim, where T = number observations, n=number of variables, m = number of lags) as recommended
by Reimers (1992).
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Table4: Estimates of Structural Cointcgrating Vectors

Coefficient

Variable Five-Variable System Four-Variable System’

Vector 1 Vector 2 Vector 1 Vector 2

c 1.Oor O.oor 1.00’ 0.00’

i 0.00’ 1.00’ 0.00’ 1.Oor

Y -1.00’ -1.00’ -1.00’ -1.00’

n 4.02 -5.58 11.0 -6.52
(0.72) (1. 17) (1.95) (1.26)

GN -0.63 3.84 ---

(0.39) (0.63) ‘--

Lag length 3 3

~2(2) [p-value]* 16.5 [.00] 17.7 [.00]

Coefficient on y -1.075 -0.99 -1.08 -0.97
(unrestricted)3 (0.024) (0.09) (0.03) (0.10)

Notes: Standard errors are in parentheses. A “ r “ indicates that the coefficient was constrained
value shown. (1) In the four-variablesystem, GY is treated as stationaryand exogenous;its
contemporaneousvalue and three laggedvalues are includedas deterministiccomponentsof the

to the

VAR
equations. (2) This is the Chi-squared statistic associated with the likelihood ratio test of the null
hypothesis that the restrictions imposed on the output variable in the two vectors are jointly satisfied.
“P-value” refers to the marginal significance level of the X2statistic. (3) The coefficient on y from a
separate estimate in which the unit coefficient restriction is relaxed.

Table 5: Estimates of Structural Parameters

Model Coefficient

5-Variable System 7.47 3.45 13.1 0.48
(2.14) (1.77) (2.44) (0.18)

4-Variable System 20.7 9.74 27.3 ---
(5.84) (5.09) (5.98)

Notes: Standard errors, shown in parenthesis, were computed by Monte Carlo simulation using 1,000
replications.
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Table 6A: VarianceDecompositions:Five-VariableModel

A. Fractionof the forecasterror varianceattributedto the fiscal shock

Horizon: GN n Y e’ i

42.9
(14.9)

49.7
(16.3)

0.17
(7.35)

0.18
(8.43)

1.86
(6.96)

1.45
(8.05)

37.9
(13.5)

53.2
(14.6)

51.1
(13.3)

1.82
(6.52)

1.94
(7.23)

5’ 62.3
(15.4)

32.8
(11.4)

1.92
(6.47)

32.4
(1 1,1)

51.0
(13,2)

2.87
(6.97)

20 60.8
(14.9)

B. Fractionof the forecasterror varianceattributedto the inflationshock

Horizon: G/Y” n ~ c i

1 ~,57 2.68 17.5 5.13 1.94
(4.33’) (6.64) (12.0) (8.31) (7.01)

2 9.37 8.89 18.5 5.35 3.31
(6.30) (6.56) (10.6) (7.58) (6.48)

5 18.3 14.8 17.8 5.63 14.1
(6.95) (7.01) (9.54) (6.64) (6.27)

20 19.0 15.3 1759 5.77 15.7
(7.03) (7.04) (9.43) (6.66) (6.68)

C. Fraction of the forecast error variance attributed to the output shock

Horizon: GN n y c i

1 1.93
(6.54)

4.06
(6.83)

28.8
(15.8)

90.9
(14.1)

25.1
(13.0)

83.9
(12.7)

28.6
(1 1.8)

2 3.71
(7.08)

7.27
(7.79)

24.2
(12.4)

23.9
(11.2)

81.4
(1 1.7)

24.7
(9.95)

5 3.61
(6.26)

6.81
(6.87)

81.0
(11.6)

6.74
(6.75)

23.9
(11.1)

24.3
(9.46)

20 3.90
(6.16)

Notes: Standarderrors, shown in parenthesis,were computedby MonteCarlo simulationusing 1,000
replications.
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Table 6B: Variance Decompositions: Four-Variable Model

A. Fraction of the forecast error varianceattributedto the inflationshock

Horizon: n Y c i

1 2.80
(7.70)

34.1
(18.6)

5.23 1.89
(8.98) (7.63)

7.80 1.86
(8.44) (7.12)

2 8.04
(7.22)

34.7
(18.1)

5 10.8
(7.91)

38.8
(14.5)

7.92 4.78
(7.44) (6.74)

8.16 6.31
(7.44) (6.65)

~’) 11.0
(8.01)

39.6
(14.2)

B. Fraction of the forecast error variance attributed to the output shock

Horizon: n Y c i

1 0.11
(3.89)

56.6
(19.1)

94.4
(12.0)

37.1
(15.8)

2 2.89
(5.24)

55.5
(18.0)

86.2
(1 1.0)

39.0
(14.7)

5 3.24
(5.13)

50.0
(14.6)

83.5
(10.2)

36.6
(13.3)

49.0
(14.4)

83.2
(10.3)

36.5
(13.0)

Notes: Standard errors, shown in parenthesis, were computed by Monte Carlo simulation using 1,000
replications.
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Table7: Analysisof Sub-periods

Mock]

Estimates 5-Var.. Post-war 5-Var., Inter-war 4-Var., Post-war 4-Var., Inter-war
(1950-95) (1918-41) (1950-95) (1918-41)

Cointegratingvectors: ~ G/Y z GIY z E

(1) ILOr(c-y),n, G/Y] 0.71, 1.87 6.38, -3.27 1.01,--- 2.24, ---

(~) [l.Or(i-y).n, G/Y] -1.00, 0.67 -29.2, 22.6 -0.95, --- -11.3----

Structuralparameters: 2.69, 1.98, 11.7,5.35, 1.51,0.50, 4.90, 2.66,
(PN+PY, P/v+Pc, BN+PI~P(;) 3.69, -1.49 40.9, 0.78 2.46, --- 16.2,---

ForecastError VDCS’:

(1) Pet. due to fiscal shock 65.6, 20.6, 6.55, 64.4, 38.1, 17.5, --- ---
[G/Y, n, y. c, i; 2-year] 22.8, 16.7 5.94, 35.3

(2) Pet. due to inflation shock 15.6, 3.62, 62.4, 15.9, 6.49, 50.2, ---, 10.7, 64.1, ---, 45.9, 89.9,
[G/Y, n, y, c, i; 2-year] 43.8, 31.2 50.7, 51.8 24.8, 48.4 58.0, 84.9

(3) Pet. due to output shock 13.6, 70.9, 28.6, 7.80, 9.12, 27.9, ---, 24.4, 25.0, ---, 22.9, 6.28,
[G/Y, n, y, c, i; z-year] 32.2, 35.8 41.7, 7.76 65.2, 23.7 39.0, 6.18

Notes: A “ ‘ “ indicates that the coefficient was constrained to the value shown. (1) The fraction of the forecast error
variance of each variable attributed to the fiscal, inflation, and output shocks, at the 2-year horizon.
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Figure 1. Data in Levels
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Figure 2. AutocorrekNions - Levels
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